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Locating Al Qaeda's Center of Gravity
Author-Peter Neumann
Abstract

This article claims that the ongoing debate about the structure and dynamics of Al Qaeda
has failed to appreciate the importance of an organizational layer that is situated between the
top leadership and the grass-roots. Rather than being “leaderless,” it is the group's middle
management that holds Al Qaeda together. In Clausewitzian terms, Al Qaeda's middle
managers represent a center of gravity—a “hub of … power and movement”—that
facilitates the grass-roots’ integration into the organization and provides the top leadership
with the global reach it needs in order to carry out its terrorist campaign, especially in
Europe and North America. They are, in other words, the connective tissue that makes Al
Qaeda work. The article substantiates this hypothesis by providing a number of case studies
of Al Qaeda middle managers, which illustrate the critical role they have played in
integrating the grass-roots with the top leadership.
A Partnership to Counter International Terrorism
Author- William B. Messmer
Abstract

Following the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, the United Nations Security Council
passed Resolutions 1368 and 1373 and thereby created the basis of a global counterterrorism
system. At the heart of this system lies a partnership between the Security Council and the
UN member states—a partnership in which states have been given considerable,
independent, operational responsibility. Unfortunately, this system has often been criticized
and viewed pessimistically by scholars, who tend to focus primarily on UN bodies and offer
little discussion of the key role of states. This article presents a different conceptualization
of this counterterrorism system and suggests, through case studies, that it has attained some
important objectives in the global struggle against terrorism.
Asian Survey
Vol. 51, No. 5, September/October 2011
A Comparative Study of the Automobile Industry in Japan and Korea
Author-SANG MIN LEE

Abstract
This study utilized sociological perspectives to explain the relationships between institutional
arrangements (government’s role, social dimensions of indigenous business organizations, and
consumption culture) and non-tariff trade barriers embedded in Japan and Korea. A comparative
study of institutional arrangements and the automobile industry reveals that there have been visible
and invisible trade barriers in the Japanese and Korean automobile industries.
The Changing Role of Dialogue in the International Relations of Southeast Asia
Author- KIM HYUNG JONG
Abstract

ASEAN’s dialogue mechanism has been evolving from consensus-seeking to strategic
means, to use the Habermas distinction. This consensus norm was maintained during the
Cold War because of rapport among ASEAN leaders and the presence of an external threat.
However, ASEAN expansion to 10 countries, the emergence of non-traditional threats to
security, and democratization have weakened this norm.
China Report
May 2011; 47 (2)
Why the Sino–Indian Border Dispute is Still Unresolved after 50 Years
Author-Neville Maxwell
Abstract
In its dying days the British Empire in India launched an aggressive annexation of what it
recognised to be legally Chinese territory. The government of independent India inherited

that border dispute and intensified it, completing the annexation and ignoring China’s

protests. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) government, acquiescing in the loss of
territory, offered diplomatic legalisation of the new boundary India had imposed in its

North-East but the Nehru government refused to negotiate. It then developed and

advanced a claim to Chinese territory in the north-west, again refusing to submit the claim
to negotiation. Persistent Indian attempts to implement its territorial claims by armed force
led to the 1962 border war. The Indian defeat did not lead to any change of policy; both

the claims and the refusal to negotiate were maintained. The dead-locked Sino–Indian
dispute and armed confrontation are thus the consequence of Indian expansionism and
intransigence.

The Unresolved Sino–Indian Border Dispute
Author- John Garver
Abstract
This paper posits that China’s insistence on the ‘return’ to China of the territory

constituting Arunachal Pradesh, and even China’s insistence on Indian cession of a salient

of territory in the Tawang area of that region, is a form of Chinese deterrence of what

Beijing takes to be potentially dangerous ‘anti-China’ behaviour by India. Deep divergence

of Chinese and Indian perceptions of Tibet, plus the history of Indian support for unarmed
and armed Tibetan resistance to Chinese Communist rule of Tibet, makes Beijing fearful

that India might again, someday, work to undermine Chinese rule in Tibet. An open
territorial dispute serves as a standing threat to ‘teach India a lesson’, underlining for New

Delhi the need for great circumspection in dealing with China. Indian strategic alignment
with the United States exacerbates Chinese fears.

American Foreign Policy Interests
Volume 33, Issue 5, 2011
Challenges to Russia in Central Asia
Author- Stephen J. Blank
Abstract
Russia seeks to reintegrate Central Asia around its power and authority and to that end deploys all
the instruments of power available to it. However, it also faces several challenges in Central Asia.
Some of those challenges to its policy stem from the possibility of terrorism or a Taliban victory in
Afghanistan. Others come from the prospect of potential domestically generated instability in
Central Asia that could be the result of a succession of domestic crises or due to the influence of
events like the Arab Spring of 2011. Another set of challenges come from other major actors like
China and the United States who have important if not vital interests in Central Asia and who can
block Russian ambitions there. At the same time Central Asian states can either resist Russia on their
own in some cases or alternatively can form tactical alliances with governments like China or the
United States. This essay investigates those challenges to Russia and their implications for Central
Asian security.
Yemen Fractures on the Brink of Civil War as Al-Qaeda Gains Ground
Author- Eva Sohlman
Abstract
Since the Arab Spring sprung in Yemen, hopes mushroomed that President Saleh would step down
and allow for a democratic reform after 33 years of autocratic rule. But despite promises to do so,
Saleh balked. As the six-month uprising continues, the country is stuck in a political stalemate,
fracturing on the brink of civil war as militant groups like Al Qaeda gain ground. Fears are now
growing that the country could turn into the next Somalia—right at the tip of the oil-rich Arabian
Peninsula.

Intelligence & National Security
Volume 26, Issue 5, 2011
Special Tasks and Sacred Secrets on Soviet Atomic Espionage
Author- Harvey Klehr
abstract

A careful review of the depiction of Soviet atomic espionage provided in Pavel Sudoplatov's
Special Tasks and Sacred Secrets by Jerrold and Leona Schecter demonstrates how faulty
memories, Soviet intelligence agency disinformation, sloppy citations, misplaced trust in
documents provided by unidentified sources under unexplained circumstances, and
egregious lapses in logic and judgment can lead to conclusions unsupported by evidence.
The accounts of Soviet atomic espionage in both books are neither reliable nor credible. In
particular, the assertions that Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and Leo Szilard
consciously cooperated with and assisted Soviet atomic intelligence are without credibility.
Intelligence and the Media
Author- Christopher Moran
Abstract

This article explores the official cover up of the mysterious disappearance of naval frogman
Lionel Buster Crabb in 1956. Existing histories of the affair have tended to focus on the
manner of Crabb's death, advancing a series of plausible and suitably implausible
explanations. Using recently declassified sources, this article, in contrast, seeks to use the
Crabb affair as a window onto government secrecy and relations between the press and the
intelligence services. It is argued that the affair was a climacteric for the intelligence
community and its relationship with Fleet Street, rupturing long-standing taboos about
secret service work and bringing to the fore a brand of investigative journalist determined to
make front-page news of intelligence shortcomings and failure.
Journal of Conflict Resolution
October 2011; 55 (5)
Decision Control and the Pursuit of Binding Conflict Management
Author- Stephen E. Gent
Abstract
International relations scholars have garnered a good deal of evidence indicating that
binding arbitration and adjudication are highly effective means for brokering agreements

and ending conflict. However, binding third-party conflict management is rarely pursued to
resolve interstate disputes over contentious issues like territorial or maritime control. While
states value the effectiveness of binding procedures, they are reluctant to give up the

decision control necessary to submit to arbitration or adjudication. The authors identify
three factors that influence the willingness of states to give up decision control: issue
salience, availability of outside options, and history of negotiations. An analysis of
attempts to settle territorial, maritime, and river claims reveals that disputants are less

likely to use binding conflict management when they have a greater need to maintain
decision control.

Covert or Convenient? Evolution of Terror Attack Networks
Author- Scott Helfstein
Abstract
The concept of networks has become synonymous with terrorism in recent years. Despite
the abundance of material engaging the concept of terrorist networks, there is a paucity of
research that applies analytic network methods to the empirical study of observed data.

This article fills that void by comparing two arguments about terror network structure
using a newly released attack network data set. One account suggests that terrorists

purposefully structure their networks to maximize operational security (OPSEC) by

minimizing connections, while an alternate proposition relies on findings in network
sciences showing that many networks have a few well-connected individuals (referred to as
scale-free structure). Empirical analysis of six evolving attack networks produces results
contradicting both assertions.

Third World Quarterly
Volume 32, Issue 10, 2011
State Building for Peace
Author-Alina Rocha Menocal
Abstract
This article is intended to analyse two leading approaches that have guided international efforts to
promote peace and development in conflict-afflicted fragile states since the 1990s, namely peace
building and state building. In a relatively recent development a growing number of donors has
sought to bring these two closer together, based upon the perception that the challenges posed by
(post-)conflict fragile states need to be addressed through an approach that combines both—‘statebuilding for peace’, as the undp has put it. The article thus seeks to explore how the processes of
building peace are related to the processes of building more resilient, effective and responsive states
in (post-)conflict settings. It provides an overview of the evolution of these two concepts and
analyses key complementarities between peace building and state building. It also explores the

challenges that arise for both on the basis of these complementarities. The article goes on to examine
some of the most significant tensions that arise between the two, and what these tensions may imply
for the international assistance community. By way of a conclusion the article offers a few key
lessons that emerge from the analysis for improved donor policy and practice in state building for
peace efforts.
Security Sector Reform and State Building
Author- Paul Jackson
Abstract
This article argues that there is a close link between security sector reform (ssr) and state building.
Focusing on UK approaches to state building and ssr, it argues that these are an extension of liberal
models containing a number of assumptions about the nature of states and how they should be
constructed and that any analysis of ssr approaches needs to be seen within a broader framework of
the international community, which tends to see the replacement of ‘dysfunctional’ societies as
desirable both for the people of those states and for the international community. As a result, state
building has largely been carried out as a ‘technical-administrative’ exercise focusing on the
technicalities of constructing and running organisations rather than on the politics of creating states,
leading to a lack of overall political coherence in terms of where ssr is, or should be, going and of
what kinds of state are being constructed. Politics is frequently cited by practitioners as representing
a set of obstacles to be overcome to achieve ssr rather than a set of assumptions about actually doing
it.
International Political Sociology
Vol 5 Issue 4,2011
Governmentality and EU Democracy Promotion
Author- Milja Kurki
Abstract
The European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR) is often considered the “jewel
in the crown” of the European Union’s democracy promotion. Its mandate encompasses the funding
of democratizing civil society organizations and thus the facilitation of democratization “from
below.” It is argued here that if we apply Foucauldian governmentality tools to the analysis of the
workings of the EIDHR, we can see that, despite the pluralistic rhetoric that guides it, the
Instrument’s objectives and management structures facilitate particular kinds of democratic visions.
Neoliberal governmentality, it is argued, may be hidden deep within the expectations set for EUfunded civil society “democratizers.” This has important consequences for how we understand the
model of democracy that the European Union promotes and the power relations of the European
Union’s “locally owned” democracy promotion.

After the Left–Right (Dis)continuum: Globalization and the Remaking of Europe’s
Ideological Geography
Author- Albena Azmanova
Abstract

This article examines the status of globalization as a causal factor in political mobilization
and proposes a research agenda for diagnosing the impact of global socio-economic
dynamics on ideological orientation in national polities. Focusing on Europe’s established
democracies, the article outlines recent shifts in Europe’s ideological landscape and explores
the mechanisms generating a new pattern of political conflict and electoral competition. It
advances the hypothesis that the knowledge economy of open borders has brought about a
political cleavage intimately linked to citizens’ perceptions of the social impact of global
economic integration. In this context, the polarization of life chances is determined by
institutionally mediated exposure to both the economic opportunities and the hazards of
globalization.
Terrorism and Political Violence
Volume 23, Issue 4, 2011

Homegrown Terrorism in the West
Author-Manni Crone
Abstract
The London bombings in 2005 led to the perception that the terrorist threat had changed from
external to internal. This became conceptualized shortly after as “homegrown terrorism.” This article
deals with the meaning and scope of this phenomenon. We begin by tracing an ambiguity in the term
“homegrown,” which is both about belonging in the West and autonomy from terrorist groups
abroad. A quantitative study of Islamist terrorism in the West since 1989 reveals an increase in both
internal and autonomous terrorism since 2003 and that most plots are now internal—but not
autonomous. Finally we suggest that an increase in autonomous terrorism is a transitory
phenomenon.
The Radicalization of Homegrown Jihadists
Author- Michael King
Abstract

This article attempts to consolidate theorizing about the radicalization of Western
homegrown jihadists. Five major models of radicalization are reviewed. The commonalities
and discrepancies among these models are identified and analyzed in the context of
empirical evidence in the field of terrorism research and social psychology. Three
psychological factors emerge as contributors to radicalization: group relative deprivation,
identity conflicts, and personality characteristics. Avenues for future research concerning

the radicalization of homegrown jihadists are suggested, focusing on research that may not
only be practical for counter-terrorism, but also feasible given the challenges of research
with radicalized individuals.
International Studies Quarterly
Vol 55 Issue 4, 2011

Counting Calories: Democracy and Distribution in the Developing World
Author- Lisa Blaydes
Abstract
How does regime type affect the poor? Are certain types of regimes better at translating economic
growth into consumption for the world's least privileged citizens? We propose an alternative
measure of transfers to the poor that is nearly universally available and innately captures
distribution: average daily calorie consumption. In sharp contrast to the consumption of material
goods or the accumulation of wealth for which humans have shown no upper bound on their ability
to achieve, biological limits make it impossible for a small number of individuals to consume most
of a nation's calories. Democracies and hybrid regimes—which combine elements of autocracy and
democracy—are better at translating economic growth into total calorie consumption than
autocracies and perform strikingly similarly in this regard; democracies outperform both hybrid
regimes and autocracies, however, in converting growth into higher quality calories from animal
sources.
The New Sovereigntist Challenge for Global Governance: Democracy without Sovereignty

Author- Michael Goodhart
Abstract
The “new sovereigntists,” a prominent group of scholars and policymakers, articulate a widely held
view that global governance is inherently undemocratic because it undermines popular sovereignty.
Problems with their argument notwithstanding, we argue that they identify a real and serious tension.
We also argue, however, that the vision of democracy as popular sovereignty that they advocate is
becoming incoherent and untenable in an era of increasing interdependence. Conceptions of
democracy anchored in popular sovereignty depend for their legitimacy on empirical conditions that
no longer obtain.

ORBIS: A Journal of World Affairs
Volume 56, Issue 1, 2012
China's Naval Rise and the South China Sea

Author-Felix K. Chang
Abstract
Over the last fifteen years, the steady rise of China's naval capabilities has received a level of
attention unmatched since the Soviet navy's expansion following the Cuban Missile Crisis. Yet much
of that attention has focused on what that rise has meant for Taiwan's security or a possible contest
with the United States. But Beijing's seaward territorial concerns also reach far into the South China
Sea. And it is there that the military balance has most swiftly swung in China's favor as a result of its
modernization program. This article will examine not only how the military balance has shifted, but
also what Southeast Asian countries, particularly Vietnam and the Philippines, could do to best
preserve their territorial interests in response to that shift.

India's ‘Af-Pak’ Conundrum: South Asia in Flux
Author- Harsh V. Pant
Abstract

The risks to global security from a failure in Afghanistan are great. Abandoning the goal of
establishing both a functioning Afghan state and a moderate Pakistan places greater pressure
on Indian security. Pakistani intelligence would be emboldened to escalate terrorist attacks
against India once it is satisfied that the Taliban would provide it strategic depth in
Afghanistan. This would surely force retaliation from India
Journal of Palestine Studies
Vol. 41, No. 1, Autumn 2011
The Armenians of Palestine 1918–48
Author- Bedross Der Matossian
Abstract
For the Armenians of Palestine, the three decades of the Mandate were probably the most
momentous in their fifteen hundred-year presence in the country. The period witnessed the
community's profound transformation under the double impacts of Britain's Palestine policy and

waves of destitute Armenian refugees fleeing the massacres in Anatolia. The article presents, against
the background of late Ottoman rule, a comprehensive overview of the community, including the
complexities and role of the religious hierarchy, the initially difficult encounter between the
indigenous Armenians and the new refugee majority, their politics and associations, and their
remarkable economic recovery. By the early 1940s, the Armenian community was at the peak of its
success, only to be dealt a mortal blow by the 1948 war, from which it never recovered.

A Balance of Fear
Author- Margret Johannsen
Abstract
This article looks at the use of ultra-short-range rockets by Palestinian militant factions in
the Gaza Strip as part of the overall dynamic of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and as a tool
employed within internal Palestinian rivalries. Against the background of the gross military
asymmetry between the parties to the conflict, it assesses the strategic utility of the rockets,
including their psychological value as an "equalizer" to Israeli attacks. The article
scrutinizes Israel's options to counter the rocket threat and identifies steps toward containing
violence in Gaza. While bearing in mind that several Palestinian militant groups are
involved in the production, acquisition, and firing of rockets, this article focuses on Hamas
because, due to its leadership role in the Gaza Strip, a solution for the rocket issue will not
be found without factoring in and providing a role for the Islamic organization.
Comparative Political Studies
October 2011; 44 (10)

Politically Allocated Land Rights and the Geography of Electoral Violence
Author-Catherine Boone
Abstract
Large literatures in political theory and political economy argue that private
property
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“fundamental” or minority rights. This article probes implications of this argument
for elections in sub-Saharan Africa, a mostly rural continent where only about 2%
to 10% of all rural property (by country) is held under private title. Do Africa’s rural
property regimes shape electoral dynamics and, if so, which ones, and how? This
article examines the case of Kenya, focusing on 1991-1992 electoral dynamics in
rural zones in which the state itself has exercised direct prerogative over land
allocation. We show that in these zones, politicians manipulated land rights to

mobilize supporters and punish opponents. They did so in ways that contributed
directly to widespread land-related violence at election time. References to other
African cases help generalize and set scope conditions on the argument.
Too Close for Comfort? Immigrant Exclusion in Africa
Author- Claire L. Adida
Abstract
Why do some immigrant minorities in the developing world integrate into their
host societies whereas others face exclusion and hostility? This article offers new
insights on the determinants of political identity and group relations in ethnically
diverse societies through the lens of South-to-South migration. Using original data
from surveys and interviews collected during 12 months of field research in West
Africa and a unique empirical strategy that allows for single-group cross-country
and single-country cross-group comparisons, this article tests the relationship
between cultural proximity and immigrant exclusion. The analysis indicates that
cultural similarities between immigrants and their hosts may limit immigrant
integration because they motivate community leaders to highlight group
boundaries. The results shed light on immigrant exclusion in Africa and contribute
to the debate on the determinants of political identity in ethnically diverse
societies.

Contemporary Security Policy
Volume 32, Issue 3, 2011

From Words to Deeds: Strategic Culture and the European Union's Balkan Military
Missions

Author-Charles C. Pentland
Abstract
Evidence that the European Union has acquired a distinctive strategic culture must be sought
in the realms both of ideas and of action. Elements of a declaratory European Union
strategic culture are to be found in the 2003 European Security Strategy and the subsequent
reflections of officials and academics. A supplementary but perhaps more reliable guide to
its central features may lie in how the European Union has conducted itself in the 24
European Security and Defence Policy missions, both military and civilian, that it has
created since 2003. Overviews of these missions reveal some consistent themes and patterns
of behaviour roughly congruent with the discourse of EU strategic culture. A closer analysis
of the two Balkan military operations – Concordia in the Former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia and Althea in Bosnia-Herzegovina – gives a richer and more nuanced picture of
the relationship between words and deeds. The aim in studying strategic culture should be
not to reveal causality as much as to explore consistency between ideas and action.
Overlap or Opposition? EU and NATO's Strategic (Sub-)Culture
Author- Benjamin Zyla
Abstract
This paper discusses the inter-organizational relationship of the two leading security
organizations in Europe: the European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Rather than discussing the two organizations’ material overlaps, the paper discusses their
quest for organizational identity and role in the domain of foreign and defence policy, as
well as the ideational structures that affect both institutions’ social behaviour and their
behaviour toward each other. It aims first to tease out how structures of meaning in the form
of norms, values, and beliefs have affected the two organizations’ behaviour toward each
other; and second to introduce explanatory arguments about their subcultural relationship
that can help explain their attitudinal divergences. The article makes two arguments: First,
there is a significant normative overlap between the two institutions, especially with regards
to future challenges and threats and the role of third parties and international organizations.
Second, I introduce a preliminary argument by holding that the best way to make sense of
the ideational divergences between the two organizations is to conceptualize NATO's
strategic culture as a subculture of the European Union's strategic culture.
Journal of Strategic Studies
Volume 34, Issue 6, 2011
Indian Strategic Thinking about East Asia
Author-David Brewster
Abstract
Since the end of the Cold War, India's strategic horizons have moved beyond its traditional
preoccupations in South Asia. India is developing a strategic role in East Asia in particular. At the
same time India's strategic thinking has undergone a revolution, as the country that prided itself on
non-alignment has moved closer to the West. But India's culture, history and geography still
fundamentally shape its worldview. In engaging with East Asia, India is guided by a mosaic of
strategic objectives about extending its sphere of influence, developing a multipolar regional system
and balancing against China. The interplay of these objectives will frame India's role in East Asia in
coming years.
An Imperfect Jewel: Military Theory and the Military Profession

Author- Harold R. Winton

Abstract
This article explores a perennial theme in the literature of strategic studies: the relationship between
military theory and the military profession. It begins with a conceptual analysis of this relationship.
It then investigates what military theorists themselves have had to say about the utility of their craft.
It concludes by assessing the actual influence of military theory on selected individuals and
institutions. The individuals are George S. Patton, Jr., and Ulysses S. Grant. The institutions are the
United States Army and the United States Air Force in the late twentieth century. The fundamental
finding is suggested in the title: military theory can indeed be quite useful in the maturation of
military commanders and in the development of martial institutions, but it is not always necessary
and by no means perfect. It should thus be studied assiduously but used with caution.

Intelligence and National Security
Volume 26, Issue 6, 2011
Intelligence and the Risk of Nuclear War
Author- Len Scott
Abstract
The study of the Cold War has undergone a significant transformation in recent years, with new
critical perspectives, sources and debates. The nuclear history of the Cold War has begun to yield
new insights on fundamental questions about the stability and dynamics of the confrontation. Recent
evidence about the events of 1983 provides an opportunity to explore the risk of nuclear war and the
role of misperception in Soviet–American relations during the ‘Second Cold War’. Central to this is
the study of intelligence. This article examines episodes in the autumn of 1983, notably the Able
Archer ‘crisis’ of November 1983. Attention focuses on aspects of Soviet, American and British
intelligence. Political and diplomatic consequences are also considered. A principal aim is to
emphasize that we are at an early stage in researching and understanding events, and that a number
of assumptions about the crisis require further exploration. Broader lessons about the role of
intelligence in the Cold War are nevertheless explored and provisional conclusions reached about the
performances of intelligence agencies and communities.
KGB Human Intelligence Operations in Israel 1948–73

Author- Shlomo Shpiro
Abstract
Israel has been a target of Soviet intelligence collection since its independence in 1948. Operating
out of the Soviet Embassy in Tel-Aviv, a large contingent of KGB case officers ran a string of agents
deep inside Israel's security and diplomatic establishments. The article examines KGB human
intelligence operations in Israel in the years 1948–67 and assesses the importance of diplomatic
cover for effective human intelligence operations. Once diplomatic relations were severed, in 1967,
the KGB lost much of its local capabilities and had to rely on ‘illegal’ case officers to run its agents
in Israel, whose effectiveness was often compromised by Shabak double agent penetrations.

Terrorism and Political Violence
Volume 23, Issue 5, 2011
Assessing the Risk Posed by Terrorist Groups
Author- Alethia H. Cook
Abstract
While terrorist organizations have been analyzed for their motivations and tactics, little has
been done to develop a systematic understanding of what makes some groups more
dangerous than others. Knowing what makes some groups more threatening than others, or
what conditions can influence a single group to become more or less of a threat, would help
governments to prioritize resources during counterterrorism efforts. Using an approach
similar to Ted Robert Gurr's assignment of a risk score to identify impending minority group
rebellion, this article develops and tests a set of terrorist organizational characteristics. A
two-phased approach is used. First, the authors identify key characteristics that could be
anticipated to drive groups to be more active or deadly. The characteristics were identified
and measured for terrorist groups for 1990–1994. The authors test group characteristics
against subsequent group violence intensity from 1995 to 1999.
Exit From Terrorism
Author- Fernando Reinares
Abstract
Terrorists disengage from the groups or organizations to which they belong as a result of
structural, organizational, or personal factors. These types of factors seem to operate with
relative mutual independence. All this can be analytically induced from research conducted
at an individual level of analysis, based on 35 long interviews with former members of ETA
who voluntarily decided to conclude their militancy at some point between 1970 and 2000.
Until the mid-1980s, the individual decision to leave ETA tended to be linked to a
subjective perception of ongoing political and social changes. From then on, disagreement
with the internal functioning of the ethno-nationalist terrorist organization or the tactics
adopted by its leaders became more salient motivations for those militants who decided to
walk away. All along, however, there were ETA members who left terrorism behind for
reasons of a rather personal nature. As expected, in this qualitative empirical study,
disengagement was found to be a process seldom concomitant to that of deradicalization.

International Studies Review
Volume 13, Issue 4 December 2011
The Effectiveness of International Environmental Regimes

Author- Helmut Breitmeier
Abstract
This article uses quantitative methods to deepen and broaden our understanding of the factors that
determine the effectiveness of international regimes. To do so, we compare and contrast the findings
resulting from two major projects: the Oslo-Seattle Project and the International Regimes Database
Project. The evidence from these projects sheds considerable light on the determinants of regime
effectiveness in the environmental realm. Clearly, regimes do make a difference. By combining
models and data from the two projects, we are able to move beyond this general proposition to
explore the significance of a number individual determinants of effectiveness, including the
distribution of power, the roles of pushers and laggards, the effects of decision rules, the depth and
density of regime rules, and the extent of knowledge of the relevant problem. We show how
important insights emerge not only from the use of statistical procedures to separate the effects of
individual variables but also from the application of alternative techniques, such as Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (QCA), designed to identify combinations of factors that operate together to
determine the effectiveness of regimes. We use our results to identify a number of opportunities for
additional research featuring quantitative analyses of regime effectiveness.
Revisiting an Elusive Concept

Author- Desirée Nilsson
Abstract

In a seminal article, Stedman (International Security, 22, 1997, 5) suggested that the greatest
source of risk to civil war peace processes comes from so-called spoilers, leaders, and
groups that perceive peace as threatening and use violence to undermine attempts to achieve
it. The spoiler concept has since gained significant ground and widespread legitimacy both
in the academic literature and in critical policy circles. In the footsteps of this development,
however, we suggest that the spoiler concept has been stretched beyond its original meaning
and given raise to a number of ambiguities concerning its definition and empirical
applicability. This lack of clarity in regard to some of the key aspects of the spoiler concept
does not only risk undermining the usefulness of the concept itself, but also risks hampering
the accumulation of valuable research on this pertinent topic. of issues that are the core of
the spoiler debate and by presenting a conceptual framework for analyzing spoilers in future
research.

